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01Executive Summary

1 Executive Summary

With ever increasing consumer demands the next generation of communications tech-

nology will need to be able to flexibly support - new services and products, new ways 

of working with customers, partners and suppliers, using insight and automation to 

drive and manage systems and processes and to monitor new levels of performance 

in the network in a different way and at a business level; challenges that will need to 

be addressed ahead of 5G’s arrival before they accelerate in scope and complexity in 

the intervening two years or less. To address these challenges CSP’s will need to carry 

out multiple areas of development as their business requirements and functionalities 

change to match 5G‘s evolving capabilities. 

As communications services providers (CSPs) continue their push to develop and 

monetize digital services, partnering is proving a critical element of strategy, and a key 

enabler for CSP agility. The increasing complexity of digital services partnerships, and 

the growing trend for larger partnership ecosystems with many partners participating 

from different levels of the value chain, require CSPs to take a different and more 

flexible approach. While some CSP-digital player partnerships have been successful 

in achieving their objectives, many have languished, and failed to deliver value to one 

or both parties within the partnership. 

This whitepaper outlines a framework for understanding what key elements must be in 

place for CSPs to develop highly effective digital partnering initiatives with reference to 

the following aspects:

• Analyse the drivers for CSP digital service partnerships;

• Examine the different types of digital services partnerships that operators are 

engaged in;

• Discuss the key success factors, and major barriers or challenges, for the 

various partnering approaches and strategies.

• Discuss about evolving partnership models.

Going forward, Digital Operations in 5G, BSS 2.0 should redefine BSS from support-

ing business operation to enabling digital operation for CSPs. BSS 2.0 should be a 

state-of-art solution based on ROADS (Real-time, On-demand, All-online, DIY, Social) 

customer experience in an internet style, supporting Omni-Channel for multi-channel 

customer journeys including online marketing, sales and service while enabling 



2 Introduction

Figure 1 The Digital Telco Agility Framework & Digital Journey Matrix

02 Executive Summary / Introduction

CSPs are increasingly recognizing the importance of partnerships for achieving their 

potential as true digital services companies. Partnering between CSPs and third 

parties to deliver new services or target new markets is, of course, not a new phenom-

enon. Two things are new, however: the focus on partnering as a core competency 

of the CSP organization, and the increasing complexity of CSP partnership 

ecosystems, as digital services, enabling technologies and service delivery value 

chains continue to evolve. An agile approach to building and managing complex 

partnerships is one of the key elements of becoming a Digital Telco organization. The 

figures below depicts “The Digital Telco Agility Framework” on the left and a matrix to 

assess where the CSP is in its Digital Journey on the right. 

cross-channel collaboration. It will empower CSPs with Diverse Products, Flexible 

and fast configuration with diversified products from both CSPs and 3rd party partners, 

and support Open Value Chain, that is to aggregate diverse partners be they dealer, 

merchant, wholesaler or supplier. It will enable easy contract & agreement set-up, 

quick on-boarding, visual shop decoration and flexible settlement, supporting variety 

of business models such as B2C / B2B2C / C2C business model. Finally, BSS 2.0 

empowered by this openness and other elements, will allow every partner to run and 

manage their business or service autonomously.  
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3 Digital Partenering & Partnership Models

3.1 Partnering is being defined as a telco ‘core competence’

A number of operators have now enshrined the objective of successful partnering in 

their corporate strategy. Deutsche Telekom, for example, has made partnering one of 

its ‘four pillars’. The clearly-stated objective in DTAG’s case is to attract (and learn 

from) companies that have adopted the agile, rapid-response, high-energy approach 

found in Silicon Valley and other global tech hubs such as Israel. DTAG hopes to offer 

these partners, access to its customers and channels across the twelve DTAG Euro-

pean markets, as well as the ability to leverage DTAG’s network and corporate 

resources.

3.2 Partnering and partnerships are becoming more complex

The DTAG example highlights our second point about new aspects of partnering. The 

increasing complexity of digital services partnerships, and the growing trend for larger 

partnership ecosystems with many partners participating from different levels of the 

value chain, requires CSPs to take a different and more flexible approach.

A potential digital services partner will usually want to build global scale and so is likely 

to have several CSP partners. Digital services partners will in many cases move at 

very different speeds from CSPs in terms of decision-making and processes, and are 

“The list of companies we have been working with for many years is long. But how 

we cooperate, that has changed. We are more open and faster. We focus on our 

core competence - our best net - and add specific offers of the partners. Take for 

example the eReader tolino: We not only provide the eReader, but also the techni-

cal platform on which Bertelsmann, Hugendubel, Thalia and Libri are able to 

distribute their eBooks. Together with the German book trade, we established the 

tolino as a model of success in the eReader market. 

In the area Smart Home, we work together with Miele, Samsung, EON and EnBw, 

amongst others. We have started the system platform QIVICON, which our prod-

uct DT Smart Home is based on. Together with our partners, we develop the vision 

of a connected house.” 

Thomas Kiesling, Former Chief Product and Innovation Officer, Deutsche Tele-

kom AG
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likely to use a variety of distribution channels, some of which will bypass, or compete 

with, the CSP partner (particularly for OTT B2C content services such as Spotify). 

TeliaSonera’s ongoing partnership with music streaming provider Spotify is a strong 

example of successful partnering for the B2C digital services market. At the time of the 

partnership’s initial development in 2008- 2009, TeliaSonera had already taken a 

decision to target music as a key area to expand into, in its quest for new digital reve-

nues and better customer retention. In Spotify, TeliaSonera was lucky enough to find 

a home-grown Swedish music partner which was also on the path to becoming a 

major international player and disruptor. The outcome has been a digital services 

partnership that has evolved and deepened, bringing both measurable and ‘soft’ bene-

fits to both parties. For both B2B and B2C partnerships, business models and revenue 

sharing arrangements are likely to be fluid and to involve multiple parties.

CSPs may lead the development of such ecosystems – as AT&T does in the case of 

Drive - or simply participate. The growth of wider ecosystem partnering relationships 

has been especially prevalent in the development of M2M/IoT propositions. These 

may require the best of platforms, applications, devices and integration elements, as 

well as a high level of openness in terms of open-source and accessible platforms, 

APIs, analytics etc.

The CSPs control points in the value chain for digital services is still evolving. For 

example, the IoT ecosystem has five horizontal layers that are essential elements 

common to all IoT use-cases, regardless of vertical segment. The five layers are:

1. Sensors or controllers (embedded in connected devices, the “things” in the 

Internet of Things) 

2. A gateway device to aggregate and transmit data back and forth via the data 

network. 

3. A communications network to send data. 

4. Software for analyzing and translating data. 

5. The end application service.

In the early days of the IoT market, cellular connectivity was expected to play a key 

role in the ecosystem. However with the arrival of more cost effective LPWA technolo-

gies, such as SIGFOX, seriously disrupted the original vision of the IoT ecosystem in 

which cellular connectivity was key. This dramatic change has forced telcos to rethink 

their IoT strategies and look for roles beyond just providing connectivity in order to 

move up the value chain such as Layer 4. Software for analyzing and translating data 

& Layer 5. End application service. AT&T, Vodafone, SK Telecom, and Deutsche 



Figure 2 Major Drivers for CSP Digital Services Partnering Initiatives
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Driver for 
partnering

New Customer 
Acquisition

Cross – Selling /
Up-Selling

Time-to-market

Customer 
Retention

Brand 
Perception

Innovation 
Culture

Description

Extending the operator’s services and 

reach into a new demographic (B2C) or 

deeper into a particular vertical 

(B2B/B2B2C)

Cross-Selling / Up-selling (multi-screen 

bundles, higher data packages)

Shortening the time-to-market for 

introducing new digital services

Increasing customer retention by 

bundling in attractive digital services 

(B2C)

Repositioning the operator’s brand to 

be more ‘innovative’

Importing innovation culture from the 

digital services partner to the CSP

Revenue 
growth

Revenue 
protection

CSP Objectives

Branding / 
Positioning

Transforma-
tion/Agility

Telekom have all launched interesting IoT projects, experimenting in the different 

layers of the IoT ecosystem. All of their strategies are notable because they could 

result not only in value for themselves, but also encourage growth and development in 

the broader IoT market.

These trends present challenges for traditional CSP approaches to partnering, which 

have favoured exclusive relationships and ‘what’s-in-it-for-me’ approaches to building 

joint revenue streams. Many CSPs have set up digital or innovation arms with the goal 

of developing new digital propositions together with third parties in a more flexible 

manner. However, for such propositions to succeed, they need clear buy-in from one 

or more of the main departments of the CSP.

3.3 Key drivers for telco digital service partnerships 

There are several compelling reasons for CSPs to partner when exploring and grow-

ing digital services opportunities. The most important of these drivers are shown below 

in Figure 2. Each driver supports a set of higher-level objectives for CSPs, comprising 

revenue growth, revenue protection, branding and positioning, and organisation trans-

formation and/or agility.
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Partnership 
Model

One Partner, 
One Service

One Partner, 
One Vertical

Characteristics

• Focused on developing one key product or 

specific service jointly

• Usually involves one-to-one partnership

• Typically has some elements of shared risk 

and shared revenue, though structures vary 

widely

• Often B2C

• Operator partners with third-party to target a 

broader vertical area

• Not necessarily tied to a single product or 

service offering

• Often global or multi-country

Examples

• TeliaSonera-Spotify digital music partnership 

(Nordics, Baltics)

• Orange-Deezer digital music partnership

• Telefonica-Mozilla OTT comms partnership 

(Firefox Hello)

• SingTel-Standard Chartered mCommerce apps 

(Dash)

• AT&T-IBM Smart Cities Program

• PT Telkom-Sony Smartcard systems

• Vodafone-AstraZeneca mHealth services

• Telefonica-Visa Europe financial services

History shows that drivers linked to the objectives of revenue growth and protection 

may appear to be most compelling to CSPs, given their short-term impact; but those 

linked to transformation, agility, branding and positioning have been at the forefront of 

the AT&T Drive Solution partnership initiative as well as the TeliaSonera-Spotify 

partnership. The most successful partnerships support several CSP objectives: part of 

their success is thus attributable to the support they engender from across the CSP 

organisation.

As will be discussed in the following sections, beyond clearly defining the objectives 

of the partnership, and the assets that both parties bring to the table, there are a 

number of other soft elements that contribute to (or hinder) the success of CSP digital 

services partnerships. The existence of clear market demand for the partnership’s 

products and services is also a key, though sometimes overlooked, element of 

success.

3.4 Key CSP digital services partnership models

Broadly speaking, there are four basic models for CSP digital services partnerships: 

One Partner – One Service (e.g., TeliaSonera-Spotify digital music partnership); 

broader partnerships to cover a vertical area (e.g., smart cities, connected cars, finan-

cial services), which may be one-to-one partnerships or more complex ecosystems 

with multiple partners; and more general strategic partnerships that cover a broad 

area extending beyond a single vertical (e.g., digital, M2M/IoT). The table below 

depicts the 4 partnership models, their characteristics and few examples for each 

partnership model.



Figure 3 CSP Digital Services Partnership Models

Figure 4 Key Success Factors & Barriers for Successful Digital Services Partnering
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3.5 Key success factors and barriers for successful digital services partnering

The figure below lists a set of key success factors, and major barriers, for effective 

digital services partnerships between operators and third parties. While it isn’t the 

case that all of the key success factors below must be present in successful operator 

partnering initiatives, it is suggested that several external and internal ones should be 

considered in any digital services partnership. 

1. Clear market opportunity + Revenue 

growth potential

2. Strong partner market positioning

3. Complementary target audiences or 

markets (between operator and partner)

1. Clear value proposition on both sides

2. Digital maturity of the Partner

3. Good alignment with operator’s overall digital 

services strategy 

4. Strong external marketing of the proposition by 

operator 

5. Ability to identify key champions internally

6. Cultural fit – at least to some degree

1. Limited market demand for the proposi

tion created by the partnership

2. Poorly differentiated propositions / high 

competition

3. Technology shift impact

1. Maturity mismatch

2. Differing approaches to metrics and business 

models

3. Not-invented-here syndrome

External / Market-driven

Success factors
B

arriers

Internal / Organization-driven

Many Partners, 
One Vertical

Multiple 
Partners, 
Multiple 
Verticals

• Operator collaborates with multiple parties to 

develop and deliver solutions in a specific 

vertical

• Parties are tied together in a flexible 

ecosystem which covers multiple levels 

within the value chain

• Operator strategic partnership with a 

third-party for a broad area that crosses 

multiple verticals, e.g., ‘innovation’, 

M2M/IoT, digital services development.

• Typically this type of partnership involves a 

very large third-party player, or a smaller 

start-up type player which may still be 

developing technologies or looking to reach 

a broad market.

• AT&T DRIVE Connected Car ecosystem

• DTAG Smart Home (QIVICON) ecosystem

• Vodafone-Bosch partnership for IoT-M2M

• Telefonica-MTN partnership for enterprise and 

digital services
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4 Conclusion

CSPs are increasingly recognizing the importance of partnerships for achieving their 

potential as true digital services companies. Partnering between CSPs and third 

parties to deliver new services or target new markets is, of course, not a new phenom-

enon. Two things are new, however: the focus on partnering as a core competency of 

the CSP organization, and the increasing complexity of CSP partnership ecosystems, 

as digital services, enabling technologies and service delivery value chains continue 

to evolve. An agile approach to building and managing complex partnerships is one of 

the key elements of becoming a Telco 2.0  organization. 

For Digital Operations in 5G, BSS 2.0 needs to deliver an abstracted BSS capability 

3.6 Evolving Partnership Models

The term B2B2C is commonly used to refer to many kinds of partnership between 

businesses: the two Bs in B2B2C.  Sometimes this is extended to terms like B2B2B or 

even B2B2B2C.  The various terms below categorize these models more precisely.  

For example any term B2M2X (see appendix), for any intermediary business M and 

receiving party X, will imply that almost the same services are passed from B to M 

then from M to X.  The services from B to M are often a subset of those passed on with 

little or no alteration from M to X, in which case they still qualify as almost the same 

services being passed on.  If quite different services were involved it would not 

described as B2M2X model.  If the services are different, there tends to be little in 

common between the relationships B2M and M2X; whereas if the services are the 

same those relationships often influence one another, so it makes sense to consider 

them together as B2M2X. The original terms, B2B2B and B2B2C, do not always carry 

this inference.

In Appendix A, 14 different partnership models of B2B2C are provided at length which 

includes the respective charging and payment flows for each model. The reader is 

highly recommended to refer to Appendix A for a thorough understanding of evolving 

partnersip models.  
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Most CSPs currently have limited capability and experience when it comes to partner-

ships which are limited to the following types of partnerships

a. Interconnect Partnerships

b. Roaming  Partnerships 

c. Content Provider Partnerships (VAS)

d. Resource Vendor Partnerships (Device, SIM, Dongle, MiFi, Accessories) 

Going forward CSPs need to be more agile and open in Digital Operations for 5G and 

embrace new types of Partnership models such as B2B2C.   This section introduces a 

high level classification of all kinds of business partnership.  The classification builds 

Conclusion / Appendix 09

that supports NextGen, legacy services and new business models simultaneously so 

that a CSP can ensure that it migrates its customers from legacy to NextGen seam-

lessly. The market is evolving rapidly, with new entrants like Google, Skype or Netflix 

offering new ways for consumers to subscribe to services. One thing is clear that a 

broad array of new business models will need to be supported by CSPs BSS 2.0 

systems so that they can stay relevant.

In Digital Operations for 5G, BSS 2.0 should redefine BSS from supporting business 

operation to enabling digital operation for CSPs. BSS 2.0 should be a state-of-art 

solution based on ROADS (Real-time, On-demand, All-online, DIY, Social) customer 

experience in an internet style, supporting Omni-Channel for multi-channel customer 

journeys including online marketing, sales and service while enabling cross-channel 

collaboration. It will empower CSPs with Diverse Products, flexible and fast configura-

tion with diversified products from both CSP operators and 3rd party partners, and 

support Open Value Chain, that is to aggregate diverse partners be they dealer,  mer-

chant, wholesaler or supplier. It will enable, easy contract and agreement set-up, quick 

on-boarding, visual shop decoration and flexible settlement, supporting variety of 

business models such as B2C / B2B2C / C2C business models. Finally, BSS 2.0 

empowered by this openness, and other elements, every partner can run and manage 

their business or service autonomously.



Party / Role ReferenceAcronym

V A.12

A.13

A.6

A.9

A.4

A.5

A.7

A.7

N

B

X

C

D

E

F

Definition

Like an Integrator, but collects together several similar services 
rather than integrating several different services.

A business publicizing their name and services.  See BV2C.

Any trusted business that gives a mechanism for one party to 
pay another. 

Any company or individual that sets out either to make a profit or 
to provide services.

An Ecosystem Enabler where all the A and B parties are in the 
same business: B2E2B.

A customer so either a person or a business that consumes 
services.

One of two more suppliers who agree to market their services 
together.

An end customer, normally a single person.
 
An intermediary who passes on goods or services almost 
unchanged.  See B2D2C.

An intermediary who works with many similar supplying 
businesses, and many similar consuming businesses.
  
Potential term for any Party participating in an ecosystem or 
value fabric.  

An intermediary business that buys goods and services from a 
single franchisor B and sells them on using B’ s brand.

The business owning the brand and operational know-how for 
multiple, similar franchises.  The franchisor sells services through 
franchises, which are contracts with partner franchisees.

Table 1: Partnerships Roles

Appendix / Appendix A10

6 Appendix A

Before we delve into partnership models it is crucial to understand the basic definitions 

and roles played by different entities. This section collects together some definitions 

for partnership roles. 

on the well-known term B2B2C, introducing new terms for 14 different kinds of partner-

ship models.

Aggregator

Advertiser

Bank

Business

Consumer

Coseller

Customer

Distributor

Franchisee

Engaged 
Party

Ecosystem 
Enabler

Clearing 
House

Franchisor
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A.9

A.14

A.13

A.3

G

M

P

P

A.1 A2M2B: Business to Intermediary to Business 

Business A sells (goods or) services S to an intermediary business M, which sells 

them on to another business B.  B can either consume these services, or sell them on 

to yet another business or an end customer.

A2M2B is similar to the corresponding model B2M2C, except that the end customer C 

in B2M2C is replaced by another business B in A2M2B.  For all M where we define 

B2M2C below, A2M2B is also allowed.  Further, in the term B2M2X where X is allowed 

to mean either an end customer or another business:

Integrator

Intermediary

Operator

Partner

Party

Provider

Purchaser

Reseller

Retailer 

Service 
Provider

Supplier

Tenant

Wholesaler

An intermediary that collects services from several different 
suppliers and joins them up to add value.

Any business that passes on the same services from one party 
to another.  The intermediary is the M partner in A2M2B or 
B2M2X.  B and X in B2M2X all have partnerships with M, but 
probably not directly with one another (except B2K2X).

Common parlance for any business that provides (operates) an 
ongoing service.  For example, a Communications Service 
Provider, CSP.

Applies to two or more businesses with a contractual relation-
ship.  This informal term implies some sharing of both risk and 
reward.  Often combined with Supplier as in Supplier/Partner 
(S/P).

Any business or individual playing any role.  “Represents an 
individual, organization or organization unit.  Party is an abstract 
concept that should be used in places where the business says 
something can be an organization, organization unit or an 
individual.”

Another word for Supplier.

A consuming business.

Another word for intermediary; see above.

A business that sells directly to people.  The customers of this 
business are individual people rather than other businesses.

Another term for Operator.  There is an implication that the 
service provided is ongoing, rather than one-off (services rather 
than goods).  CSP and DSP are more specific classes of 
providers.

A general term for a business that provides goods or services.  
Often combined with partner as in Supplier/Partner (S/P).

A retailer that takes advantage of an Ecosystem to deliver its 
services.  

A business that sells to other businesses, not normally to end 
customers.  B in B2M2X or M in A2M2B for any intermediary 
roles M.



Figure 5 Co-Market – AB2C
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In general the term A2M2B is avoided in favor of B2M2X (where the B parties are 

playing different roles in those two acronyms).  It is assumed that reader is familiar with 

terms like B2X implying that B is a Business selling something to X but may not imme-

diately recognize terms beginning with “A2”.    However, A2M2B is useful in two situa-

tions:

1. While mentioning different roles of A and B.  Terms like B2B2B are clumsy here 

because one has to write sentences like “the first B sells services to the second 

B” etc.

2. To be specific that the end party receiving the services is another business, not 

an end customer.

A.2 AB2C: Co-market

A weak partnership is possible even if the 

partners only join forces for marketing and 

selling:

Here, A and B know that their services work well together and agree to market one 

another’s products.  Suppose that business A finds customer C.  Now A judges that it 

will be easier to sell S to C if they also introduce B and their complementary services 

T to C.   There will be a commission payable from B to A here.  If B finds the next 

customer first, in which case A pays commission to B. Sometimes several companies 

can join forces, called a consortium, for a particular bid to a consumer company.  Such 

co-marketing partnerships tend to be weak and short-lived.  Business A chooses not 

to introduce B to a particular C if that does not seem expedient. Business A finds an 

alternative partner to B providing similar services.  C decides after a while to keep 

going with A and replace B, or vice versa.

Meaning

Business A to intermediary M to business B

Business B to intermediary M to customer C
 
Business B to intermediary M to (business or customer) X.  This term includes both 
A2M2B and B2M2C

Term

A2M2B

B2M2C

B2M2X

 

A

B

Co
m

m
iss

io
n 

$

$

$

C



Figure 6 Distributor – B2D2C
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The role of D is sometimes called sell through or resell.  

Often a supplier B will sell through many distributors D, and/or a distributor will distrib-

ute goods from many suppliers. The services S pass through D almost unchanged, in 

contrast to B2G2C below (refer to section A.8), where the integrator G adds value. 

Actually D will normally add some small value to S, even if it is just a brand, so the 

distinction between B2D2C and B2G2C is sometimes unclear.

The customer C has the contract with D, not directly with B.  C might or might not know 

that the services come originally from B.  If instead, C were to end up with a contract 

directly with B, it would be called B2K2C: Broker instead (refer to section A.10). 

B often imposes restrictions on how D can sell S.  For example, D might only be 

allowed to distribute S in certain territories, or D must charge C a particular rate.  Simi-

larly D can impose conditions on the partnership.  For example, D demands to be the 

exclusive distributor for B in a particular territory.

The relationship B2D2C could be better than a direct B2C for all parties involved 

because:

1. D has better mechanisms for marketing service S than B does.  Without the 

B2D2C model, C never finds out about the services S provided by B, in which 

case B would make no revenue at all from C. 

2. In particular, D could be a stronger brand than B.

3. D has better mechanisms for delivering and supporting service S than B does. 

4. D already has a relationship with C whereas B does not.  C trusts D. 

The Distributor D sells 

services S from B on to C:

A.3 B2M2X: Intermediary

This is a general term including the more specific terms of the next few sections.  Busi-

ness B sells (goods or) services to an intermediary business M which sells them on to 

an end customer or another business X.  If it is useful to specify whether X is an end 

customer or another business, one can use B2M2C or A2M2B instead.

A.4 B2D2C: Distributor  

B D C

Services, SServices, S

$ $



Figure 7 Ecosystem Enabler – A2E2B

Ecosystem Enabler, E can join up all the As with the Bs.  E negotiates all the contracts 

with all the companies A and B.  The As and Bs might have no direct contact or 

contract between any of them.

This contractual role of the Ecosystem Enabler E is just a part of its role.  E may also 

provide a rich set of operational tools, processes and APIs to facilitate the businesses 

of both A and B.  This is the justification for the grand term: ecosystem.

E receives consolidated payments from the B parties for services provided from all the 

A parties, and sends consolidated payments to the A parties.  We could draw $ arrows 

on the figure above, one for each service arrow, flowing in the opposite direction to 

each service.

Remember that there are normally bills involved here between all parties, flowing in 

the same direction as the service and also not shown in the diagram.  So E sends 

consolidated bills to the B parties, and the A parties send bills to E, consolidated 

across all the B parties.

One common value added by E is to arbitrate on the amounts to bill.  For example, all 

the A and B parties send usage records to E.  E reconciles them and uses them as 

input to all the bills and payments.  E pursues and resolves any non-matching usage 

records with the relevant parties.

E charges for its services by one or more of:

• subtracting a recurring charge from payments to A

• adding a recurring charge to charges on B

• taking a margin on usage charges.

Note that, for this model, there must be multiple A parties all selling similar services.  If 

each B chooses just one A party we call the intermediary, M a broker or distributor etc. 

according to the value that M adds to the service S from A.

Suppose that many sup-

plying businesses A pro-

vide similar services to a 

business B.  For exam-

ple, the businesses A are 

actual contact centers or 

home agents, and the 

businesses B are virtual-

contact centers;Now,  an

Appendix A14

A.5 A2E2B: Ecosystem Enabler

 
A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

S E
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Normally, in an A2E2B partnership model, a direct A2B partnership is an alternative 

with no intermediary E.  Sometimes, in a direct A2B partnership model, an ecosystem 

enabler is available making A2E2B an alternative.

The disadvantage of A2E2B versus A2B from A and B’s points of view is that E must 

make a profit, so there is less profit for A and/or more to pay by B.  The advantages of 

A2E2B are:

1. E can provide a rich ecosystem for all parties, improving operational efficiency 

for all of them.  This can be such a big issue that the business model is not 

really viable for any of the parties without the ecosystem.  In other words, a 

strong ecosystem can introduce whole new business models.  

2. It takes time, effort and hence money to negotiate each contract.  With the 

ecosystem, each A and B has just one contract to negotiate, not lots.  

3. A generates a consolidated bill and receives a consolidated payment.  B 

receives a consolidated bill and makes a consolidated payment.  Hence each 

A and B party has fewer bills and payments thanks to E.

4. From A’s point of view, it reduces the risk of an individual B party failing to pay 

in arrears for services rendered.  E can add value for A by guaranteeing this 

payment.

5. It is likely that E will negotiate contracts with more partners A than B would do 

directly.  Therefore the service from B to its customers improves.

This ecosystem model is most common in mature markets, where there are many 

companies providing similar but distinct services.  The more companies are involved, 

the more the benefits of the ecosystem outweigh the cost.

A.6 B2E2B: Clearing house

B2E2B is a special case of A2E2B where all the parties B are in the same business.  

E.g. All the B parties are CSPs in many different countries, with roaming agreements 

via a roaming ecosystem enabler E.  The diagram is just the same as A2B2E above, 

except that many of the Service arrows flow in both directions.

Now revenue often flows in both directions between the B parties via E.  Each B party 

gets either a consolidated bill or a consolidated payment each bill period, but not both.  

For this reason, the advantages of B2E2B can be even greater than A2E2B.

A.7 B2F2C: Franchisee

This is a variant of B2D2C above.  A large, successful business B offers franchises to 



Figure 8 Franchisee – B2F2C

Figure 9 Integrator – B2G2C
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intermediary businesses, F.  B 

has the services S, the brand 

and the marketing.  The franchi-

see F distributes S.

Differences compared to B2D2C are that:

• F normally deals with just a single franchisor, B

• B is responsible for brand and marketing, not F

Compared to a direct B2C, the advantages of B2F2C from the point of view of B are:

• B can scale up their business much more quickly by sharing risk and reward 

with multiple partners F

From the point of view of F the advantages of holding a franchise rather than an inde-

pendent business are:

1. F benefits from B’s brand and marketing campaigns.  Customers know what to 

expect from a franchise.

2. B provides a proven business model for franchisees, including all necessary 

supplies, processes and training

Note that the services being sold from B to G must be a subset of the services that G 

sells to C.  If the services are not a subset, we say that B Provides different services 

R, and call it P2B not B2G2C; see section A.14 below. 

G can produce the extra services T themselves, or can buy them in from further B 

partners.

Naturally, the payments from C to G are larger than those from G to B, partly because 

G is adding value in the services T, and partly because G wants to make a margin on 

the services S. 

A.8 B2G2C: Integrator

Business B sells services 

S to an integrator business 

G.  The integrator G com-

bines the services S with 

further services T, and sells 

them on to customer C: 
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S

C

C
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S

S
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B G C

Services, SServices, S
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Figure 10 B2G2C with multiple partners and customers

Figure 11 Sell With – BG2C
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B has no relationship directly with C and does not need contact details for C.  C might 

or might not know that some of G’s services are supplied indirectly from B.  In princi-

ple, it is G’s decision whether to make this public.  In practice, such information is 

likely to become public knowledge whether G wants it or not.

The payments ($s) are not shown in the Figure 10 above. The payments flow implicitly 

in the opposite direction to services.  The combined service S1+S2+T is sometimes 

called a bundle.

There is an obvious alternative model involving no partnership.  C might buy B’s 

services S directly from B, and G’s services T directly from G.  There are various 

reasons why B2G2C might be preferable for all parties.  All the benefits of B2D2C: 

Distributor above, and also:

1. C might want to minimize the total number of businesses he deals with.  

Therefore it is better to deal with just one G than multiple Bs.

2. G adds value to the service S, so that the offering from G has more value that 

the offering directly from B.

A.9 BG2C: Sell with

Here two businesses, B and G, join 

forces to sell a single combined 

service to the customer, C.  B and G 

provide complementary services, S 

and T.  G is responsible for integrat-

ing the services, which makes this 

similar to B2G2C.  The difference is 

that C pays B directly, rather than 

indirectly through G.  This is referred 

to as co-sell or sell with.

Typically, the central integrator G 

has relationships with many other 

businesses B, each supplying differ-

ent services, and relationships with 

many customers C: 

 

G

B1

B2

S1 + S2 + T

C1

C2

C3
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Figure 12 Broker – B2K2X
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a broker K instead (K in Broker), and K suggests an appropriate supplier B for C.  K 

can also provide tools to help C to understand and compare the market without 

making an explicit recommendation.  C trusts K, but might not trust B before K has 

introduced them.  

Once B and C are introduced, K provides no more services.  Note the contrast with 

B2D2C etc., where the intermediary D remains involved in providing ongoing services 

to C, and B might never meet C directly.  

Because the main service, S does not really flow through K except for the initial sale, 

we are breaking our B2M2C naming rule here and should really call this model K2B, 

A weak partnership is still possible even if there is no integration necessary or C does 

the integration themselves; see section A.2, AB2C: Co-Market above.

B2G2C is normally preferable to BG2C for the integrator G because in B2G2C, G can 

control the revenue and take a margin on services S.  However either B or C might 

insist on this BG2C model to avoid that control and margin.  

From both B’s and C’s points of view, BG2C is more complex than B2G2C.  Business 

B has to deal with payments from multiple customers rather than a single consolidated 

payment from G.  C has two payments to make, not just one, and the payments are 

implicitly correlated because service S might be useless to C without the integration 

services of G.  

The variant of BG2C where the end consumer is another business is called AG2B.  

This is more common that the end customer case because business consumers are 

more prepared to accept the complexity of making payments to multiple parties.  As 

usual, term BG2X is allowed where X is either an end customer or a consuming com-

pany.

A.10 B2K2C: Broker

Many competing business-

es, B offer similar services 

to a customer C.  C could 

choose one such business 

B themself, but often it is 

hard for C to assess the 

market to find which 

business will suit them 

best.  Therefore, C goes to 

 

B

Broker, K

C

$

Introduction Chooses B amongst 
Competitors



Figure 13 Purchaser – B2P
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or just P2B where the broker Provides an introduction service; see section A.14 below, 

P2B:Provider.  However the broker model is common and it seems to deserve its own 

name.  

B normally pays K a sales commission.  This commission is often a one time charge 

(OTC), or if the relationship B2C is ongoing, the commission can be ongoing as well 

(RC - Recurring Charge and/or UC – Usage Charge).

As usual, we could write X instead of C here where X could be either an end customer, 

C or another business.  We can write A2K2B specifically for the B2B case. 

Another term for this broker is a sales channel.    

Comparison web sites count as brokers in this context.  Such web sites sell, for exam-

ple, air travel, communications, electricity, gas and holidays.  A reverse auction site for 

one buyer to buy a single high-value item from one of many sellers is another exam-

ple.

Ebay is another good example of B2K2C. Here, the B in B2K2C can be another 

customer, though they are playing the role of a small business when selling.  Ebay can 

implicitly make recommendations based on price or popularity orderings.  Ebay is 

often described as C2B2C. 

The relationships B2P and B2C are almost unrelated.  In particular, there is probably 

little in common between the payments ($s) from C and P. Arguably, B and P are not 

really in a partnership in the sense that they are not combining to deliver any 

services.  Still, this label is sometimes useful to categorize various business relation-

ships.

For example, a CSP, B might sell anonymized data about its customers and their 

usage to Purchasers, P.  

A.11 B2P: Purchaser

The main activity of 

business B is selling 

services, S to custom-

ers, C.  Alongside that 

main business, as a 

sideline, B sells differ-

ent services, T to a 

Purchasing business-

es P.  
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Figure 15 Bank

Figure 14 Advertiser – BV2C
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B provides a service S to C.  Instead of paying B, the customer agrees to receive 

advertisements.  Then the advertiser V pays B.  Typically, C will hear from many differ-

ent advertisers while enjoying the service S.

In a sense, C is still paying for the service indirectly because the cost of V’s services 

to C, if C chooses to buy them, will include the original cost of the advert.  Even if C 

doesn’t buy V’s services, C is likely to learn something about V.

The advert payment from V to B can include:

• A charge for placing the advert whether or not it is successful.  This can be a 

one-time charge, or a recurring charge it the advert is ongoing, as on a web 

site.

• A charge for the customer showing an interest in the advert; e.g. Click-Through 

Rates

• A commission when C eventually buys from the advertiser.  This last one is hard 

to collect.

B could charge C directly for services S as well as charging advertisers.  However, if 

possible, the model where S seems to be free is a very powerful tool for establishing 

market share.

This is similar to the integration model BG2C, where we can regard B above as 

integrating its main service S with adverts, but the revenue flows are different and it is 

common enough to deserve its own label. 

There are many examples of this model: Facebook, Google search, mobile gaming, 

free newspapers, etc.

A.13 Bank

Two customers organize a transaction between them 

using a banking business, N.  Both customers are 

customers of N and trust N.

A.12 BV2C: Advertiser 

This model is unusual because, 

from the customer’s point of 

view, the service is often free.  

 B

V

C$
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Figure 16 Provider – P2B
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Note that the main service, S does not flow though the bank.  Therefore, if we wanted 

an acronym for this it would be just C2C, not C2N2C.  Of course, the bank is providing 

a service to each customer, a banking service, R, but we don’t draw those banking 

services onto the figure.  

The banking service might include some kind of dispute resolution and organizing 

refunds in case of faulty service, S.

Mobile payments, PayPal and credit cards are examples of businesses which provide 

banking services.  In the mobile payments case, a CSP, N is normally the “bank”.

Of course, banking services are also involved in any payment to or from a business, 

B2X.  If B provides a service S to X, the parties B and X will use a banking service for 

X to pay B.  However, we normally draw the payments as going directly from X to B, 

without showing the bank, N.  

Similarly, when receiving or making a payment, a banking business N1 can choose to 

go via another banking business, N2.  For example, in the PayPal case, C2 pays 

PayPal, N1, via a bank or credit card, N2.  Even if a chain of banking businesses is 

involved, we still prefer to think of the payment going directly from one party to anoth-

er, not indirectly via banks. 

Note that this picture is the same as that for B2D2C above except that the services 

R and S are different.

Either or both of the services R and S could be digital.  However, because the 

services are different, there is little in common between the relationships P2B and 

B2C.  For example, suppose that the B is a fitting room service, and P sells internal 

email services to B.  Both services are digital, but they are unrelated.  

In particular, the two revenue models are probably unrelated, except that B has to 

A.14 P2B: Provider

Provider P sells ser-

vices R to business 

B.  Business B sells 

services S to its cus-

tomers C (or perhaps 

to another business, 

B2X).  The services 

R and S are totally 

different.  
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balance its books.  In other words, the charging plan and payment models for those 

two $ arrows above are probably unrelated, except that the total payments to P had 

better be less than the total payments to B.

Arguably, P and B are not in a partnership, in the sense that they are not combining to 

deliver a service.  Sometimes, B will regard P as a partner because the services R are 

vital to B’s business, but P will regard B just as a customer.

Most businesses B have many providers P supplying many different services, R to B, 

all of which help B supply S to C.  We can regard the cost of those services, R as the 

cost to B of doing business.  Another example is that P could provide paper clips.  

Hence there is little more to say here about P2B, except that categorizing various 

business relationships in digital services as P2B helps to understand them.

To some extent, the terms B2P and P2B are interchangeable.  However, it is useful to 

keep both terms when we are considering partnerships from the point of view of B.  

Also, in B2P the service to P is a sideline, whereas in P2B it may well be the main 

business of the provider P.

P2B together with the ensuing B2C relationship is sometimes known as B2B2C 

(where P is the first B).  Therefore, this document avoids the term B2B2C in favor of 

B2X2C and P2B.
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